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singularity AT THE APEX OF PYRAMIDAL NOTCHES WITH THREE
EQUAL ANGLES*

By L. M. K.EER and K. S. PARIHAR** (Northwestern University, Evanston)

Northwestern University, Evanston

Abstract. A Green's function approach is employed to study the potential theory
problem of determining the strength of singularity at the apex of a pyramid with three
equal angles. The problem is reduced to finding the eigenvalue of a singular integral
equation. Numerical results are obtained and compared with available literature.

Introduction. The potential theory problem of determining the strength of the sing-
ularity at the apex of a pyramid with three equal angles has been studied by Bazant [1].
The problem studied there was that of a harmonic function in a region with a pyramidal
boundary, with constant potential on the boundary. He developed a solution by use of a
general numerical (finite-difference) scheme for potential theory in which several lines of
singularity intersect. In particular, he found that when the pyramidal boundary was
reentrant to the space considered, the potential behavior with distance was 0(py) (0 < y <
1) as p —> 0, where p is the distance to the pyramidal apex. This means that the gradient of
the potential (flux) will have a singularity 0(py~l) asp —» 0. However, if the pyramid is not
reentrant, the paramenter y will be greater than unity and will not produce any sing-
ularities in the flux.

In the present study a Green's function method is employed to examine the title
problem. An advantage with the proposed method is that for a prescribed accuracy less
numerical effort is required than with the finite-difference scheme [1], although more
analysis is required to develop the equations into a form suitable for the numerical
analysis. Similar results have been noted in the authors' earlier investigation [2] of the
problem of determining the strength of singularity at the corner of a wedge-shaped region.

Formulation of the problem. Consider the pyramid OABC with the three edges OA,
OB, and OC oriented in such a way that the angle between any two consecutive edges is
the same, say, 20 (where< tt/3). The points A, B and C are taken anywhere on the semi-
infinite edges of the pyramid with apex O (the lengths of the edges of the pyramid are
immaterial for the present study, since an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the apex of
the pyramid is all that is of concern here). Introduce the cartesian coordinate system in a
way that OA makes the same angle with either of the axes y and z as OB does with z and x.
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Then the three planes forming the pyramid are given by

x = (y + z) cos a, y = (z + x) cos a, z = (x + y) cos a (1)

where a > 7t/3. From these equations it is easily seen that

cos 2/3 = cos a(2 — cos a)/(3 cos2 a — 2 cos a + 1), (2)

cos 26 = cosa(2 — cosa)/(l + 2 cos2a), (3)

where 28 is the angle between any two consecutive planes of the pyramid. From (2)-(3)
one obtains the relation (cf. [1, p. 240])

2 sin 5 cos (3 = 1. (4)

The potential <J> due to the surface charge densities A! , A2 and A3 on the planes AB,
BC, and CA respectively is given by

with

$ = $, + $2 + $3 , (5)

* (r v 7x = ff Mil)JiA  
JJil[(x-ZY + (y-r,Y +\z-Vi +V) cos a}T" ( >

Q (x y z)= [f  A2(vA)dydt  
v ' JJU [fx-(v +ncosaj° + (y-vy + (z-n2V/2' ( >

(xvz)= ff mmiaa  m
y' ' JJu[(x-iY + {y-(f + f) COS a}2 + (z-f)T2' { '

$3'

where il denotes the area of projection of the planes AB, BC and CA on the coordinate
planes xy, yz and zx respectively. If a constant potential r is prescribed on the faces of the
pyramid we have

$(cos a(y + z), y, z) = t, (9)

cos a(z + jc), z) = t, (10)

<&(x,y, cosa(x + >0) = r. (II)

It is convenient to deal with the above equations in their polar forms. Consider

Qx(x, y) = <J>,(x, y, cos a(x + y))

-ff.    (12)
i! [(* ~ £)2 + (y - vY + {(-*: + >0 ~ (£ + v))2 cos2a]1/2 '

and introduce the polar transformations

x = r cos#, y = r sin 0 (13)

£=pcos</>, ??=psin0 (14)

to get

Pi i a ■ a\ [ " f °° -Ai(p COS 0, p sin <j>)p dp d(j) „ .(r cos 6, r sin 0) = J ̂  J ^ //J, A a < B < b, (15)
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where

K = 1+2 cos2 a cos2^ ^ - oj , (16)

A/ = 1 + 2 cos2a cos2^ ^ - cfij , (17)

Lj = cos (0 - 0) + 2 cos2 a cos^ ^ ^ cos^ , (18)

and the limits a, b of integration for 6, 0 are given by

cos a = (I - cos a)[(l - cos a)2 + cos2 a]~1/2, (19)

cos b = cosa[(l — cosa)2 + cos2a] 1/2. (20)

From these relations it is easily seen that

a + b = tt/2. (21)
Differentiating (15) with respect to r gives

Then setting (cf. [2])

Aj(p cos 0, p sin 0) = p7"'/i(0) (0 < 7 < 1), (23)

and making use of the integral (see [3, p. 310])

/°° xs ~' dx
[I + 2x cos l + rT/2 = *" C0SeC (7r'y)p»->(cosUl < 0 < Re < '• (24)

8 _ _ r t> /> <» A^p cos 0, p sin 0)(/~/i — pLi)p dp d4>
8r ~ Ja Jo [SK - 2prLx+ p2M]3'2 a < 6 < b. (22)

yields

8_
8r n = f " M~{1+y),2fi((t>)Py(—LI/(KMY/2) d<j>, a < 6 < b. (25)

Sin 7T7 J a

In the same way if one writes, in the notation of (6)—(8) and (13),

Qj{r cos d, r sin 6) = $/(x, y, cos a(x + j)), j = 1, 2, 3 (26)

it can be shown that

-f Qj = -W -rp^ f M-w*U4>)Py(-Lj/(KMY'*) d<t>,
or sin Try Ja

j = 1, 2, 3, a < 6 < b, (27)

where K, M are given by (16), (17) and we have

L2 = sin d cos 0 + ^/2 cos a] cos d cos [ - - 0J + sin 0 cos ^ ^ - dj(, (28)

L3 = cos 6 sin 0 + J2 cos a ^sin 6 cos ^ — 0^ + cos 0 cos ^ ^ — 6 j f • (29)

In view of relations (5), (26) and (27) the condition (11) becomes
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/ViWO/M - A0(d, 0)} + FM)Py\ - B0(d, 0)t + f,(0)P7{ - c„(0, 0)}] = 0,
•* a

a < 6 < b, (30)

where

Fj(4>) = M-"+^2/X0), j = 1, 2, 3, (31)
/(0 = LJ{KMY'\ B0 = L2/(KMY>\ Co = Ls/(KMy>2 (32)

in which K, M, Lj(j = I, 2, 3) are given by (16)—(18) and (28)—(29). By means of a similar
analysis, Eqs. (9)—(10) can be reduced to the same forms as that of (30). Indeed, due to
symmetry of the problem the other two equations can be obtained by the cyclic inter-
change of the unknown functions F/0) (j = 1, 2, 3). Adding all the resulting three
equations and setting either Fj = F2 = F3 = i> or

F, + F2 + F3 = u (33)

leads to the eigenvalue equation

fn
v(<t>)[Py{-A0(6,(l>)} + Py{~B0(6, <t>)} + Py{-C0{e,(P)}]dct) = 0, a<6<b, (34)

where a, b are given by (19)—(20) and A0 , B0 , C0 by (32), (16)—(18) and (28)—(29). Note the
series representation (see e.g. [4, Appendix])

„ , s, 1 ■ V ("TW + 7)"Py(x) = - sm .7 Z  

+ \p(n + y + 1) — 2i/'(« + 1)

log ̂  ~Y~) + " T)

1 + x (35)2

where i/' denotes the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function (see [5, p. 15]) and

(h)0 = 1, (h)n = h(h + 1) ■■■ (h + n ~ 1). (36)

Then it can be easily seen that all the three terms in the kernel of (34) have logarithmic
singularity: the first at <j> = 6, the second at d = b, <t> = a and the third at 6 = a, 0 = b.
Indeed, the leading terms in the kernel of (34) may be written

Py(~A o) + Py(-B0) + Py(-c0) = 2 log 16 - <t>\

+ log {(b — 0)2 + (6 — a)2 — 2(b — ct>)(6 — a) cos 25)

+ log {(b - df + (0 - af - 2(b - 6)(<j> - a) cos 25}, (37)
where 28, the angle between any two planes of the pyramid, is given by (3). In view of (37),
if (34) is differentiated once with respect to 9 it becomes a singular integral equation with a
generalized Cauchy kernel discussed by Erdogan, Gupta and Cook [6], By using an
analysis similar to that of [6] one can show that the unknown function u(0) in (34) is of the
form

u(0) = [(b - 0)(0 - a)]"-1H'(0), (38)

where w(0) is a bounded function on [a, b] and

" = br/(ir — 5). (39)
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Table 1.

2fi/ir Integral Equation Bazant

1/32 0.1283
1/16 0.1557
1/8 0.1976
1/4 0.2709 0.230
3/8 0.3497
1/2 0.4534 0.455
5/8 0.6580

21/32 0.8017

The nature of singularity (39) in the function u(0) representing potential on the faces of the
pyramid is in agreement with that of Bazant ([1], p. 223).

Numerical solution. The eigenvalue equation (34) does not seem to admit a closed-
form solution. One can, however, use the procedure of Erdogan, Gupta and Cook [6] to
extract the root y for a fixed value of 2/3, the angle between any two consecutive edges of
the pyramid. In view of the relations (35)—(37), the differentiation of Eq. (34) once with
respect to the free variable leads to a singular integral equation with a generalized Cauchy
kernel. Also, the unknown function in (34) has the proper singularity given by (38)—(39) as
the end points are approached.

By using the Gauss-Jacobi integration formula for singular integral equations with
generalized Cauchy kernels [6], one obtains a system of N homogeneous simultaneous
algebraic equations in N unknowns from the differentiated (and appropriately manipu-
lated) Eq. (34). Thus, as in [2] one obtains the eigenvalue problem to be solved numer-
ically by setting the determinant, say, RN(j3,y) of the coefficient matrix equal to zero, i.e.

R„(0, y) = 0, (40)
where 2/3 is the angle between any two consecutive edges of the pyramid and y represents
the singularity strength at the apex. A numerical root search procedure is applied to Eq.
(40) with N — 11, the number of collocation points. The results of the computation for
various f3 are given in Table 1, where Bazant's results are also listed. His computations are
based on the finite-difference network of about eighty nodes which are not quite sufficient
for the four-digit accuracy presented here. It may be possible to match the present results
with a larger-size network using his method.
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